THE HENRY GUTIERREZ JR MEMORIAL ENDOWMENT FUNDRAISER
AND
THE PAT GAVIN SR MEMORIAL ENDOWMENT FUNDRAISER
RESULTS

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PAYOUT

1st Place:   -19  Brett Walker     $200.00
              Ryan Dunham     $200.00
              David Ahmadian  $200.00
              Isaac Bickel    $200.00

2nd Place:   -16* Anthony Del Dotto $150.00
              Alan Wever       $150.00
              Nate LeBlanc    $150.00
              Jake Hanson     $150.00

3rd Place:   -16  Ryan Christensen $100.00
              Garret Beal      $125.00
              Tyler Silver    $125.00
              Nick Stec       $100.00

• = Won Tie Breaker…BALL TOSS

Skins Pool:
Ryan Christensen/Garret Beal/Tyler Silver/Nick Stec Eagle Hole #6 $30.00/player

************HOLE IN ONE************ Garret Beal!!!!************

Brett Walker/Ryan Dunham/David Ahmadian/Isaac Bickel Eagle Hole #15 $30.00/player

Par 3 Team Challenge:

1st Place:   -4  Brian Wood/Zach Peck/Adam Johnson/Clark Hogan $30.00/player
{TIE}:       -4  Ryan Christensen/Garret Beal/Tyler Silver/Nick Stec $30.00/player

HOLE IN ONE CLUB

Garret Beal cashed it out for $720.00 CONGRATS!!!!! Hole In One on Hole #6

THANK YOU FOR PLAYING AND SUPPORTING BOTH SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENTS!!!!!!

NOTE ALL ENTRY FEE MONEY WAS RETURNED IN THE PAYOUTS!